ACCESSORY

OVERFLOW DIVERTER SOLUTION

The answer to a pump replacement

The overflow diverter tunnel is installed on the Water-Gate allowing
the overflow to be channelled downstream, thus draining the
bottom of the stream. This system replaces a heavy duty pump and
can drain 1,440 U.S. Gal. Per Minute (1,200 Imperial Gal. Per Minute
or 90 Litres Per Second).
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1- WATER-GATE BARRIER
2- OVERFLOW DIVERTER
3- MAIN TUNNEL - 22,7 M (75')
4- EXTENSION TUNNEL - 22,7 M (75') *
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Weight (diverter only): 32 lb (14,5 kg)
Size: 15" X 24" X 39" (38 cm X 61 cm X 100 cm)
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*IF WATER FLOW EXCEEDS, YOU WILL NEED AN ADDITIONNAL DIVERTER KIT.

OVERFLOW DIVERTER
The overflow diverter tunnel is made of 100% unbreakable polyethylene. The black portion of the
diverter is funnel shaped so as to siphon off and drain a maximum of excess water. The (yellow) sliding
float inside the diverter is intended to stabilize it. We recommend placing a few stones from the site or
a couple of sandbags on top of the diverter so as to maximize suction and improve diverter stability.
*IF WATER FLOW EXCEEDS, YOU WILL NEED AN ADDITIONNAL DIVER KIT.

MAIN TUNNEL
If water must be channelled downstream in order to work in a dry area, the main tunnel can be fitted to the
diverter outlet to direct the water where needed. The main tunnel is equipped with rugged (red) handles
every 5 ft (1,5 m) for easier handling. This 75 ft tunnel (22,7 m) is well adapted to the winding path of
streams. The bottom is made of abrasion-resistant polyethylene canvas and the top is translucent to allow
you to better monitor the flow of water.
Weight (Main Tunnel): 25 lb (11,4 kg)

OPTIONAL EXTENSION TUNNEL
This 75 ft long (22,7 m) extension tunnel can be attached to the main tunnel or to other extension tunnels so as
to cover the desired distance, and the couplings are virtually water tight. Specifications are the same as for the
Main Tunnel.
Weight (Extension Tunnel): 25 lb (11,4 kg)
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